INCIDENT: Commercial Burglaries

LOCATION: 6900 Block Laurel Bowie Road Bowie, MD 20715

LOCATION TYPE: Shopping Center

DATE & TIME OF INCIDENT: 01/06/2016 @ Overnight

LOCATION NAME: Bowie Plaza

SYNOPSIS OF INCIDENT: On 1/6/16 at approximately 0625 hours, Bowie Patrol units responded to 6908 Laurel Bowie Road for an alarm call. Upon arrival, Patrol units observed an open door to the rear of that location. While on the scene, the Officers also observed several other open doors on other businesses. After searching the businesses, they found them all to be ransacked. The owners were notified and responded. While the scenes were being processed, two suspects were seen in the security camera footage for one of the stores. The suspects fled the location in an unknown direction.

SUSPECT DESCRIPTION / ARRESTED:
2 Unknown Males – Dark clothing & masks

VICTIM / PERSON INJURED AND /OR PROPERTY DAMAGE:
Appliance HUB- 6900 Laurel Bowie Road (16-006-0864)
Great Nails- 6904 Laurel Bowie Road (16-006-0426)
Star Cleaners – 6908 Laure Bowie Road (16-006-0370)
One Main Financial – 6912 Laurel Bowie Road (16-006-0652)
Little Caeser’s Pizza – 6926 Laurel Bowie Road (16-006-0753)

ADMINISTRATION:
REPORTING OFFICER: PFC. RETTAMMEL #0090
COMMANDER NOTIFIED: LT. KNOTT
OTHER COMMAND NOTIFICATIONS:
INVESTIGATION ASSIGNED TO: __________

APPROVED FOR MEDIA RELEASE? __________

SUPERVISOR ON SCENE: CPL. SHIFFLETT
AT: APPROXIMATELY 2230 HOURS
RESPONDING DIVISIONS: PATROL, CID, CSI
CASE STATUS: OPEN
MEDIA NOTIFIED? __________

UNUSUAL PREPARED BY: Cpl. R. Shifflett #0026
SIGNATURE: __________________________

UNUSUAL REVIEWED BY: ______________
SIGNATURE: __________________________